This paper presents a general method to retrieve images from large databases using images as queries. The method is based on local characteristics which are robust to the group of similarity transformations in the image. Images can be retrieved even if they are translated, rotated or scaled. Due to the locality of the characterization, images can be retrieved even if only a small part of the image is given as well as in the presence of occlusions. A voting algorithm, following the idea of a Hough transform, and semi-local constraints allow us to develop a new method which is robust to noise, to scene clutter and small perspective deformations. Experiments show an efficient recognition for different types of images. The approach has been validated on an image database containing 1020 images, some of them being very similar by structure, texture or shape.
INTRODUCTION
Image retrieval is an important problem for accessing large image databases. We address the problem of retrieving any kind of images under the following conditions : 1) partial visibility 2) different viewing angles 3) hundreds or thousands of potential reference shapes. Furthermore, recognition should be fast.
Existing approaches use either geometric features of an object or rely on its luminance signature. Geometric approaches are robust to transformations and occlusions, but they only allow to deal with certain classes of objects. On the other hand, photometric approaches allow to deal with any kind of objects, but they do not work if the object is only partially visible. Furthermore, these methods are not invariant to 0-7803-3258-X/96/$5.00 0 1996 IEEE 781 any kind of image transformation (except 141 who uses steerable filters).
This paper presents a new approach which overcomes these drawbacks. The method uses local characteristics of the greyvalue signal which are invariant to similarity transformations. These characteristics are calculated at automatically detected keypoints, as shown in figure 1 ; for illustration purpose only some of the keypoints are displayed. The originality of this work consists of several points. The use of local greyvalue differential invariants for indexing into a database presents the most important novelty. These invariants are continuous a.nd independent of any image displacement. Another important point is the use of automatically detected keypoints which are representative of the object. Other authors [4, 71 use points fixed on a grid. As these grid points might not be significant, the vectors they use have to be much longer than ours. In case of occlusions, grid placement gets difficult and recognizing parts of images is impossible, as the grid can not be centered any longer. Our method avoids these drawbacks.
METHOD
The first step of our algorithm is the extraction of keypoints. The advantage (of keypoints is that the infor- The second step of our algorithm is to compute the local characterization. It is based on differential greyvalue invariants [a, 51 under the group of rigid motion.
Due to a stable implementation of these invariants, a reliable characterization of the signal is obtained. A multi-scale approach [B, 31 makes this characterization robust to scale changes up to a factor 2. This has never been reported in the literature.
The third and final step of our algorithm is the retrieval or matching algorithm as schematized in figure 2. The image to be retrieved is compared to the images stored in the database. We therefore compared the vectors calculated for the image to be retrieved and the vectors calculated for the images in the database. The Mahalanobis distance is used to take into account uncertainties. A voting algorithm determines the most likely image. To allow fast retrieval of the image, the vectors of the database are organized in an index table : the vectors are ordered in a multi-dimensional hash table. Each level of this multi-dimensional hash table indexes one component of a characterization vector.
If we are dealing with complex scenes the voting algorithm may result in several hypotheses. We therefore add constraints of local coherence. For a given match, at least half of the neighbor keypoints have to be compatible and angular spacements have to correspond. Robust recognition is then possible even in case of important geometric transformations and with only an image fragment.
EXPERIMENTS
The database used for our experiments contains more than 1000 images. These images are of different types : painting images, aerial images and images of 3D objects. Some images of the database are shown in figure 3. Experiments conducted for this database have shown the robustness of the method to image rotation, scale change, partial visibility and scene clutter. A set of test images to be retrieved contains 1000 images, either taken from a different point of view, under image rotation or scale change. The recognition rate obtained is 99%. Recognition for part of images has also been tested. The extracted parts cover 20 % or less of the entire image. The recognition rate is again near 100 % even if the image is rotated or scaled or if small viewpoint changes occur.
For more important viewpoints changes, for which we are able to recognize correctly being given the entire image, recognizing part of images works not as well (74%). This is due to the fact that small parts do not contain enough points, that is the number of votes is limited. In this case the robust algorithm can not overcome the uncertainty statistically. Figure 4 shows parts of painting images which al-formations and complex scenes. The success of our approach is based on the combination of different.ia1 invariants computed at keypoints with a robust vat,-ing algorithm and semi-local constraints. These invariants can be implemented with a sufficiently small filter size to capture local discriminant greylevel information. Moreover, the multi-scale approach makes our method robust to scale changes up to a factor 2.
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for this kind of experiments: 15 seconds for image processing and 5 seconds for searching through the huge 20 Mb index table encoding the 1020 images.
Typical retrieval time is about 20 second on a Spark10 Our approach is an important contribution to image retrieval. It makes retrieval possible for images in situations which could not be dealt with before. We can identify images in case of partial visibility, image trans- 
